Laude place. The Resolution of 1967 called for a package deal that embodies territory. Even though war in had to withdraw from the Sinai and did not call for the removal of Arabia, President Sadat began to of peace, pursuant to which Israel of Israel was created at the eastern

Ring Weekend Set

The Junior Class Ring Committee reminds Juniors that bid sales for Ring Weekend will continue through the end of October. Price of the bids is $33 for the November 9, 10, and 11 events. The bids are on sale daily between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. at the lower level of Slavin Center. No bids will be sold after November 10.

However, those Juniors who have placed bids will receive their rings November 1 unless they have not paid the balance due on them. A schedule of the appearances of Slavin Center graduates. Copies of the Annual Career Placement Guidebook can be found on the bulletin board in the College Placement Office.

For information on both employment offices, the Providence College Placement Center or the Counseling Center without charge. The Providence College Placement Center is open to career fields and specific job

Saturday, November 10 - At 1 p.m., Providence College meets Westchester in an NEC game at Hendrickson Field. Dinner-dance at the Chateau del Re. Warwick, R.I. will be held from 1:30 to 7:30 a.m. Distribution of rings for those who have paid in full will commence at 8 a.m. One must present his white bid card to gain admittance. Immediately after the Chateau, an 'after party' will be held in the Slavin Center. This will last until 3 a.m.; pink tickets will gain admittance.

On Sunday, November 11, Mass will be celebrated by Rev. Fr. Walsh, O.P., in St. Joseph’s Cathedral, and brunch will immediately follow. Sometime before the dinner, a final seating list will be printed up and posted on the door of the Student Congress office. Any questions concerning the weekend activities can be an answered by Ring Committee members during the hours of bid sales, lower level of Slavin Center.

On Thursday, October 18, the Providence College community is invited to hear and meet with Alan Dugan, at 3:00 p.m. in Aquisas Lounge. Alan Dugan has been described as "an artistry - and mercifully - without charm, but with a great deal of conviction, courage, and sense of ac

Counseling Center Offers Career Aid

Be it assistance in finding em-

p. 12. This reading was the second in the Providence College Poetry Series, sponsored by the Fine Arts and Mutual of Life Insurance Company. Fortunately, the first reading with Sam Cornish was successful.

Alan Dugan, 1962 Pulitzer Prize recipient, is to be in Raymond Hall Cafeteria from 8 p.m. until 1 p.m. sponsored by the Sophomore class. Only Juniors with green tickets will gain admittance. Beer will be served, priced at $2 for the Providence College Poetry Series, Friday, November 9, 10, and 11.
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This reading will be the second in the Providence College Poetry Series, sponsored by the Fine Arts and Mutual of Life Insurance Company. Fortunately, the first reading with Sam Cornish was successful.

Alan Dugan, 1962 Pulitzer Prize recipient, is to be in Raymond Hall Cafeteria from 8 p.m. until 1 p.m. sponsored by the Sophomore class. Only Juniors with green tickets will gain admittance. Beer will be served, priced at $2 for the Providence College Poetry Series, Friday, November 9, 10, and 11.
Governor Creates Council to Improve R.I. Economy

Governor Philip W. Noel, on Thursday, October 4, announced the appointment of an Economic Renewal Council to provide leadership in the efforts to develop a strong long-term economy in Rhode Island.

Governor Noel named John J. Cummings, President of the Industrial National Bank and the Industrial National Bank of Connecticut, the bank’s parent firm, and Lt. Governor Joseph Garrahy to co-chairmen of the nine-member panel.

The other council members announced by Governor Noel are Edwin G. Brown, Secretary-Treasurer of the Rhode Island AFL-CIO Paul J. Choquette Jr., Vice President and General Counsel of the Gilbane Building Company in Providence, Henry W. Fazzano, Vice President of the Imperial Knife Company in Providence and Economic Advisor to the Governor, Senator John P. Hawkins, Majority leader of the Rhode Island Senate; August G. Hebb of North Kingstown, President of the American Steel and Aluminum Corporation in Cambridge; Jacques V. Hopkins, a partner in the law firm of Hunter, Allen, Salisbury and Parsons; and Robert M. Silva, an attorney and President of the Middletown Town Council.

The Economic Renewal Council will oversee and coordinate the work of two secretariats, one on Business Taxes and Labor Laws and the other on Economic Development. These secretariats, composed of several dozen representatives of labor, business and the State, will already begun meetings and the development of proposals. More secretariats may be created as needed. The Secretariat on Business Taxes and Labor Laws has been subdivided into task forces on business taxes, the minimum wage, unemployment compensation and workmen’s compensation.

The Secretariat on Economic Development will be concerned with how the State’s economic development efforts can best be structured.

Some of the objectives of the Economic Renewal Council will be:
1. To recommend to the Governor legislative changes affecting business taxes, labor laws, and the State’s development tools, for the 1974 session of the General Assembly.
2. To guide the development of a long-term Economic Master Plan for the State. One of the council’s effort in this regard will be to provide a framework for the short-range plans of the Governor’s Task Force for Economic Conversion for the re-use of land and facilities deloused as a result of the Navy cutbacks in the State.
3. The Economic Renewal Council, for example, might most advantageously concentrate in its recovery planning.
4. To recommend to the Governor administrative improvements that can be made in the organization of state programs for economic education.
5. And to recommend to the private sector means by which industry in Rhode Island can modernize and expand its job capacity on its own initiative.

The Economic Renewal Council is the key element of the economic strategy which Governor Noel expects to carry through during the last session of the General Assembly.

In addition to announcing the appointment of the Economic Renewal Council, Governor Noel also urged businessmen and industrialists to respond as soon as possible to a business opinion survey that is being mailed out by the council.

I NATURAL COSMETICS Look for cosmetic party dates on bulletin boards. If interested, contact Virginia Gillikin No. 1043.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

A situation in which a person in an authoritative position generally/. Speaks on those for whom he is responsible seems to be an all too rare phenomenon on this campus, as it is everywhere. Therefore, when such a situation does exist, it is no less than a criminal action, work for its termination.

One of the most valuable assets that this school and the people in it, both students and administration, have going for it is their student assistants. I am not referring to those of us who are "secretary's dogs" or absentee wardens, but to those of us who are caring, involved and concerned with people on our floors as individuals and not a mere number of names whose conduct we are forced to scrutinize and control.

When a person is inadequate enough to establish a personal relationship with those on his floor, we all benefit. The RA benefits, if only, from the knowledge that he is effectively carrying out his duties, the students benefit by having someone to confide in, to talk to, and mostly, just having someone who is willing to care and be there when they need someone; most of all the administration benefits in the knowledge that should there be a potential problem, there is someone involved enough to know where to turn; this is quite wrong and able to work to help resolve the situation, as well as someone who is aware of the inner tensions, to maintain some sort of control under any circumstances.

The reason for this letter is the unfortunate yet blatant disdain of those on his floor, we all benefit.

The RA benefits, if only, from the knowledge that he is effectively carrying out his duties, the students benefit by having someone to confide in, to talk to, and mostly, just having someone who is willing to care and be there when they need someone; most of all the administration benefits in the knowledge that should there be a potential problem, there is someone involved enough to know where to turn; this is quite wrong and able to work to help resolve the situation, as well as someone who is aware of the inner tensions, to maintain some sort of control under any circumstances.

The reason for this letter is the unfortunate yet blatant disdain of those on his floor, we all benefit.

Patricia L. Bird

Why do some people think Bud is sort of special?

Go ahead and find out why!
(Brewing beer right does make a difference.)

When you say Budweiser, you’ve said it all!
Crude Oil Diplomacy

This past weekend, the masters of United States foreign policy, Henry Kissinger and President Nixon, met with Israeli foreign minister Ezer Weizman in the Middle East situation. Exactly what was discussed and what was decided upon has not been made public.

What consequences are in store for America is not at all clear, although prophets of doom and gloom have been busy for a long time. As long as U.S. planes are involved, the gas tanks in America will suffer. Yet, there is one question I would like to address to the reader. When will our best technical and political minds realize that burning engines or burning people on both sides of the Suez Canal will not make the Middle East any better off?

I am asking all of you to think about to which direction the United States foreign policy will be taking. We have been kept in the dark again.

How long ago was it that we were facing yet another political war. The Arabs enjoy an extreme psychological advantage over the Israelis. They are the modern day holocaust survivors. The Israelis are reportedly written artillery range of Damascus. The Syrians, however, are confirmed. The Arabs are calling the "Arab-Israeli war" the "TET" defense war. In 1968. Maybe the Arabs can fulfill their minimum daily requirements with erudite oil.

The United States is not in a position to weigh in on the issue in the eyes of the public. The reality of crisis surrounding the conflict will have an overall bearing on America and the political scene. We are torn between supporting the Arabs or the Israelis.

Goodbye, Spiro

In 1974, Andrew Johnson, the only President who was ever impeached, was elected to the U.S. Senate from the state of Tennessee. When he attended a special session in March, 1975, Johnson was greeted with cheers and applause. But, alas, and alack, he was impeached with the charge of perjury, extortion, and tax evasion, resigned amidst controversy and scandal. If Agnew had not resigned, he may have faced impeachment. Certainly, the circumstances of the "trials" of Johnson and Agnew were quite different. However, one important question still remains. Will the American public react to the resignation of Agnew with the same shock and sadness with which we reacted to the return to the political scene? Or will they let H. R. Haldeman and his shredded documents, and John Dean and his taped conversations, and John Colson and his enemies lists and his forged press releases? Or do G. Gordon Liddy and his espionage plans? Or will they let Spiro T. Agnew go on with his forged press releases? Or will they let Agnew face the death penalty?

Wake Up

In the past two weeks, six cars have been stolen from campus property. According to William E. Cummings, Supervisor of Security, increased measures have been taken to prevent this growing problem. This, however, is not enough. It is a fact that two Security men cannot cover an 80 acre campus. We urge you to help in this matter. For although there is somewhat a shortage of campus police, the Security Office is always available to assist, if necessary.

It is getting too late to try to convince you that Security is for your benefit. Its necessity has become obvious. The guards on the house court is no longer to be snubbed. His function is important — especially with the heavy stickered directions. Car owners were wise to make themselves known to the Administration.

The time has come for each and every student to become responsible for the care of aS break down campus. If you don't, no one can, or will.

Fee or Free

To tow or not to tow should not be the question unless the objective of the regulations is to complicate the situation. Rather than resort to towing due to the failure of the ticketing system, we believe that it would be better to put the responsibility on the campus authorities. At the same time cheaper. Also, we believe that on-campus parking and for that matter off-campus parking adjacent to the campus should not be free. This is a community service. If you are using space on campus you can from the Department of Transportation. In addition, the cost to non-owners to be improved, metered on campus parking begun, and the cost to non-owners eliminated.

"A Score Age"

During the week of October 20th, the Cowl staff will be publishing not only its regular weekly newspaper, but also a special supplement entitled A Score Age. The special education issue will be devoted to Providence College 1963. Articles from the 1963 Cowl will be reprinted. Writers and contributors for the supplement include Dr. Paul van K. Thomas, Mr. Vincent D'Archibald, Dr. Rose Fortin, Fr. Lessen, Mr. Robert Moran, and a number of members of our own staff. Watch for A Score Age on your nextday.
Israel (Cont.)

The program begins in June, continues through the fall, the spring, and a second summer. During the two summer sessions the students receive intensive training given to French, taught by an international staff. During the academic year the trainees take a full load which includes the French courses taught by Professor Georges Hingot, who lived in Zaire before and after its independence. The French courses involve total immersion and are designed to give the students a working vocabulary so that they can teach in French by the second summer of training.

During the spring semester the co-directors; Mr. Noble and the academic director, Dr. Elaine K. Miller, hope to take the students to schools in French-speaking Canada to give them the experience of teaching in a Francophone classroom.

Mr. Noble reports that last year's group has finished its training and is now at schools throughout the Zaire. The present group of 26 will take up their assignments next August. Both Dr. Miller and Mr. Noble stress that there is a serious need for trained teachers, one that Peace Corps is helping to fill, so if you qualify for this program and are interested in teaching in Africa, write to: Peace Corps-College Degree Program, 112 Hartwell Hall, SUC-Kepper, Brockport, New York, 14429.

Israel has officially decided to evacuate the heights on the Golan and the equivalent of a two year program, 60 credits, with enough hours in their math or science major to finish in four semesters. The graduates, who minor in French, Zaire's official language, receive a Bachelor's Degree and provisional New York State Teacher Certification.

The program, which lasts for 15 months, is geared towards training volunteers who have finished the equivalent of a two year program, 60 credits, with enough hours in their math or science major to finish in four semesters. The graduates, who minor in French, Zaire's official language, receive a Bachelor's Degree and provisional New York State Teacher Certification.

Now registering people:

TO GO TO ISRAEL;

SKILLED — from medical technicians to bulldozer operators

UNSKILLED — work in Kibbutzim and factories, to keep the economy running

AS BLOOD DONORS:

Must be at least 18 years of age and in good health

(IN COOPERATION WITH MIRIAM HOSPITAL)

NO ARMED FORCES DUTY

For more information, call David Kurz

Edith Nemoy 861-8800

We are now taking Names, Address and Phone numbers:

THE BLOOD SITUATION IS CRITICAL
Hank Golombeck

The Friar's Cell opened it's current season last week with a production of Arthur Miller's play, "Death of a Salesman." Death of a Salesman, directed by Leo Pelkington O.P., featured Bill Dennis as Willy. Candance Cummings as Linda, John O'Hurley as Biff, and Michael Robinson as Happy.

Willy Loman is the salesman of Loman's well-known tragedy, or as one may put it, a semi-tragedy. In the classical and the traditional senses of the word, only a man who stands above other men can ever become a tragic hero. Willy does not stand above other men; he is just another "dollar an hour man." Ironically, his last name is Loman, for that is what Willy was-conventionally. He was built to be the bottom. His destiny is not to wear red velvet slippers on the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad.

As Willy, Bill Dennis conveyed a sense of futility. Willy was plagued with memories of a gullied lantern past, and knows inside that he isn't quite what he pretends to be. At the same time, he lives in the past where his dream was possible to be reached,—a time when people bought Willy's products because it was Willy selling it. Mr. Dennis also portrayed Willy's redeeming qualities of sweetness and gentleness, which were ironically enough, things you couldn't "put your hands on."

Uncle Ben, Willy's brother, played by J.F. Cunningham, O.P. in Willy's alter ego, the part of Willy that does make it. Ben struck it rich in Africa and sold Willy that he was a fool to stay in the city, to never really have anything, especially oneself. This duality is followed through with Willy's sons, Biff and Happy, respectively played by John O'Hurley and Michael Robinson. Biff will not bow in his father's dream of becoming a salesman and accepts himself for what he is. Happy, however, believes in the dream and that part of being a salesman is dreaming. Biff wants to be known personally, something that Willy want's, while Biff will stay in the city, become the head buyer, and possibly even get married.

The highlight of the performance appeared to be Candance Cummings performance as Linda, Willy's wife, who showed a great deal of empathy in terms of understanding a woman who stood by her husband, even when things go against him. Death of a Salesman, a play by Arthur Miller, directed by Leo Pelkington O.P. Stage Manager: Vincent Clark, Lighting and Sound by Leo Pelkington O.P., House Manager: Michael Lyons.

Willy Loman, Bill Dennis; Candance Cummings, Linda; Biff, John O'Hurley; Michael Robinson, Bernard; Peter Thomson, the Woman; Deside Kelly Charley; Albert Baudot, Uncle Ben J.F. Cunningham O.P, Harold Wagner, Joseph Coughlin, Jenny; Deborah Travares; Stanely; Chris Donahue; Miss Forsythe; Mary Lou Tiedeman.

Rifle Team (Con't.)

Top honors this year. Providence this year will be in the southern group of the league along with U.R.I., M.I.T., and the Coast Guard Academy, with a good possibility that a few more schools will be entering. Two matches are shot each year with each of these teams, one home and one away. Also, at the end of the season, which runs unlike most sports, on a yearly rather that seasonal scale, we shoot against U.R.I. in private matches for the "Coach's Trophy" a prize which is won each year to enhance the rivalry a bit. P.C.C. won the trophy last year. But the team not only shoots against these teams, but also competes in prestigious matches like the National Rifle Association Invitational at West Point, and sponsors turkey shoots, which provides enjoyment as well as spread good will and aid recruitment. This year's first match is here against U.R.I. on Oct. 27. Now don't get the idea that this is an simple sport. It takes a lot of time, practice, and determination to succeed. However, there are no real set practices in that you come downstairs in Alumni Hall across from the R.O.T.C. offices. You just might like it.

The Aetna College Plan?

BECAUSE

You can solve so many of your future financial needs right now!

- Immediate Life Insurance protection for yourself
- A guarantee you can increase it in the future
- A guarantee the premiums will be paid if you suffer extended disability
- Automatic protection for your family
- A growing cash fund for emergencies
- Deferred payment plan

And there's more in this plan specially developed for college men and women by one of the world's largest insurance and financial organizations. For details contact

ALBERT P.C. HULLEY
11 Westminster St.
31 Industrial Bank Bldg.
Providence, Rhode Island
Tel. No. 351-2793

Aetna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut

"SUDHARThA"

is an exquisite movie!

"Both in music and visible beauty the picture is a continuing delight!"—ARCHER WINTER, KY FOX

"Impossibly beautiful to the eye. Visually exquisite."—WALTER WINTER, STANFORD DANCE

"A visually exquisite film... an unusual and welcome experience."—ALWARD WINTER, OF THE TIMES

"A special film for special audiences, for devotees of Hesse's novels, for admirers of the exotic, and for everyone who wants to be adventurous in film going."—GARDEN 新華社

THE MEASURE OF AN ORDER MAY BE TAKEN IN THE MEASURE OF ITS MEN.

In the beginning there was Isaac Hecker.

He founded the order in 1856 and his aim was to create an order of priests who would be able to meet the needs of the North American people as they arose in each era, each age. Modern priests who would be modern men.

Part of the success of this order, he believed, would lie in the fact that each man would be himself, contributing his own individual talents in his own way for the total good. The individuality of man he said, "cannot be too great when he is guided by the spirit of God."

And that is just what the Paulists are—individualists. We're proud of our men and of each and every individual contribution—great and small. Whether the Paulists keep boys off city streets by re-planting and re-planting a city park or wins awards for a remarkable TV series—he is responding to the needs as he sees them.

Wherever he serves—in a parish or an inner-city school... a youth center or on campus... a welfare shelter or in a prison... joining a senior citizens group or in radio, television or publishing, the Paulist is making his own contribution, and keeping alive Father Hecker's dream.

After all, there is a lot to live up to and an order is only as good as its men.

For more information send FOR THE PAULIST PAPERS—an exciting new vacation kit of articles, posters and recordings.

Write to: Father Donald C. Campbell, Room 101

Paulist Fathers

415 West 59th St., New York, N.Y. 10019
Harriers Win State Championship

by Rich Malachowski

Coach Robert Amato likes to do things in style. It would have been sufficient for him to have been defeated by the pack at the end of the race. But instead Amato dressed his runners up in sparkling new uniforms, but of course the favorites were the boys. Coach Amato, Tom Smith, out of the race making a haul of new fans for the Harriers, and had the school photographer on the scene to capture everyone. Amato, Smith, the team, dominated all action at the Butler Health Center, where Providence as they scored 27 heels was R.I. native Tom Grundy have been in recent weeks. Their style makes him look like he has been in sufficient for him to send his cross Father Murphy, Provincial of the Dominican who looks like the Godfather of the robed mob.

The two teams were the "Have and Have Not" teams. The two teams are members of the Liberted Conference of the Catholic Church. The first half was scoreless. Both teams were well matched and both just warming up. It went smoothly except for a monitory effort in the second half where Linda Morad and 2'8" Cathy Palumbo was in as quarterback for the team. The defense was turned over by the quarterback Mack Palumbo, the savagery of Sue LaVino, the hard blocking and quick running of "A" Carlin and the accurate arm of Goal Chisholm, the brave force of the "Haversnot" helped the team. The girls went just as far as the other team in the second half, the excitement filled the air. The tense fury could be corrected, and they continued to gain yardage but was frustrated by the ferocious boarding of Kara Smith. Even the "Bar Ass", "formely Carmens' harrier, although one of the stoutest, waltzed through the 35 yards looking somewhat like a fat little boy looking for an ice cream cone, a mother hen and an expecation teenage powdering ground. The girls took the running and raving of their coach, Sad Griffo, with the greatest of ease. There were no other sports beside Hockey and Basketball.

Dear Uncle Jack: We here at PC seem to be too heavy with Student Government. Is this necessary at such a small school?

The new ice rink was to finally put to use the new ice rink was to finally put the new ice rink was to finally put the new ice rink was to finally put on a sweep to the left scored. This was another ten yard run, that brought the Irishmen to 77 by 52, and the score was 20. PC scored two touchdowns, and then was 20. PC scored two touchdowns, and the line seemed a bit over-anxious as the offense continued. The offensive line seemed to be doing the best it could. The offensive line seemed to be doing the best it could. The offensive line seemed to be doing the best it could.

Dear Bob: This bureaucracy is only done out by Nixon's bunch. The Rinks at the University, etc. etc. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do beside make a lot of noise. I'm not sure what all they all do besides...
Friars Beat Stonehill 7-0

Lose to Mighty UConn 8-0

by Paul Karrell and Larry Tirone

For the PC soccer team it was a week of feast or famine. The Friars “feasted” in the October 9th game against Bridgewater College, demolition the Spartans by a 7-0 score. But last Saturday the Friars booters could not do anything right against a powerful University of Connecticut outfit. It was the wrong team to test this week against, as the Huskies bombarded the Friars four goals.

The Friar booters took on Stonehill College at Hendrick Field on October 9th. Coach John Blanche’s Spartans carried a 1-2 record into this afternoon contest. The aggressive style of play was established early in the game when, with only 7:55 gone, PC goalie Wally Felag was literally knocked out of the game. When Felag was in the process of fielding a high chip shot from the left, a Spartan forward came down from the right wing and crashed into the sophomore goalie. Unable to continue, Felag left the nets in favor of Larry Tirone.

PC went right to work in building up a lead for back-up goalie Tirone. With 25 expired in the half, Peter Ferrara fed Mike Suffetto coming down the left wing and hit him with a nice pass. Stonehill goalie George Zahringer came out wide, but it was too late. As Suffetto and Zahringer collided, the ball was rolling into the left corner of the net. Ferrara got the assist and PC led 1-0. Xavier Mantesez threatened soon after, but was wide in the left. Moments later, Larry Tirone came into the game, sparking save on a corner kick by Larry Nadeau. Action centered around midfield Penfield again, Rich Bianco penetrated, but both missed on shots from close range. But with 29:30 gone, the Friars increased their margin to 2-0. The goal came from Rich Bianco, his first as a Friar. Sandy Farrell picked up an assist.

After Emilio Mazzola was robbed of a penalty kick, Kevin Haverty and Sandy Farrell combined for the prettiest goal of the game. Haverty timed the ball perfectly, but Bob Morgan on the far post controlled and passed off to a charging Larry Tirone. It was his second assist of the day.

Before intermission, however, the entire Friar squad had seen action. And when the dust had cleared, PC led 2-0, a 7-0 decision over the Spartans from Stonehill College. For the Friars, the back-up, the Friars had now picked up three wins and 1 tie in their last four games.

On Saturday, October 13th the Friar booters traveled to Shrews to play a second league contest against two teams. The Huskies had lost only once this season. Their early goal was a 2-1 heartbreaker to the University of St Louis ranked number one in the country. Stonehill lost possession and headed up the left side of the field. Haverty and Sandy Karrell combined for the prettiest goal of the game. Haverty timed the ball perfectly, but Larry Tirone in goal as Wally Felag was still feeling the effects of his injury against Stonehill. It proved to be a long afternoon for Larry as UConn more than doubled up on advanced billing. The Huskies took 56 shots on the PC goal, while the Friars were able to get off of fourteen against the home team. That single goal statistic told the whole story, as the powerhouse team from Connecticut dominated every facet of the game.

Connecticut’s excellent passing game continually brought their forwards bearing down on the Friar goal. Larry Tirone collected well over twenty five saves, but he couldn’t possibly get to all the solidly-kicked and well-placed UConn shots. Also, the Huskies had a fine defense to match their potent offense. The Friars could only organize one serious threat in the first half. On that penetration Emilio Mazzola was robbed of a goal when the UConn goalie made an outstanding save Connecticut, while the Huskies had an outstanding save Connecticut, while the Huskies had an outstanding save Connecticut, while the Huskies had an outstanding save Connecticut.

The second half opened with the Friars more confident than ever of breaking the score. Game Dwayne Delgado carried the ball again for the Friars, but he was unable to break the defense and decidedly of the NCAA playoffs, obviously. The Friars are looking forward to their Thursday, October 18th encounter at Bryant when they hope to get back on the winning track. The team, trying to improve on its 4-2-1 record, would appreciate some fan support on that day, as this is next-to-the-last game they will be playing in the Providence vicinity this year.

Gridders Lose to Marist

Entertain Iona Saturday

by Cindy Kranich

The PC Grids opened their season with a non-league contest against University of Hartford, losing 36-3. The Friars only score of the game came on a first quarter 16 yard pass from quarterback Brian Carey to tight end Randy Palmer. The Friars put up a decent struggle against this small college varsity power. Paul Carroll went 46 yards on ten carries, Rich Libbert went 5-24, Sal Gliulio thirty yards for three receptions, and Randy Palmer chalked up 19 yards for five receptions. Bridgewater scored three touchdowns in the first, third, and fourth quarter respectively.

The second game of the season was a memorable one for the Friar grididers. It was the league game against St. John’s and played on Hendrick Field, our home field, for the first time in a great many years. What more was important was the superb performance and team effort that shot out Stonehill 26-0.

Stonehill won the toss and received and the game began. PC scored early in the first quarter on an interception and 40 yard run by Ted Fitzgerald down the right sideline stoning the opposition. Shawn O’ Sullivan kicked the extra point and PC led 2-0. Stonehill lost possession and kicked to PC. Half back Lloyd Baker made an impressive return to set the Friars up for the second touchdown. Rich Karrell, a running back who uses his blockers well, to his advantage. The opponents tried to tackle him high, but he seemed to shed them all. On the third down PC kicked to PC, with a 35 yard punt that landed in the middle to make the score 12-0. The extra kick was blocked, PC held the lead.

The second quarter saw one of Rich Palumbo’s passes intended for Paul Brown picked off by Brian Mahoney of Stonehill. Paul Brown ran a left sweep pattern to score his second, a PC’s third touchdown of the afternoon, boosting the score to 18-0. Once again the extra point attempt failed.

The Friars had great field position ended with UConn up 0-3.

But the hustling UConn booters continued to outclass the Friars in the second half and turned the game into a romp. PC could not get able to pressure the UConn head coach, but Larry Tirone (operator) glanced off the crossbar. Despite the many saves by Larry Tirone, UConn racked up five more goals in the second period, with an extra point just being out of the reach of the diving and sprawling UConn.

After turning in a hard afternoon’s work, Larry Tirone was not the only one impressed with this UConn squad. Coach Doyle and the other Friars were made believers, as this UConn eleven certainly seems destined for the NCAA playoffs. Obviously, the Friars are looking forward to their Thursday, October 18th encounter at Bryant when they hope to get back on the winning track. The team, trying to improve on its 4-2-1 record, would appreciate some fan support on that day, as this is next-to-the-last game they will be playing in the Providence vicinity this year.

Rifle Team Prospects Good

by Jim Traven

Well, now that we’re over the “great back to school and how was your summer” routine and settled into the “how far to Christmas vacation” rut, it’s time we took a look at our Fall lineup of shooters. We’ve got a pretty good one too. The problem is, though, that much of the student body doesn’t even know it, or how to go about joining the team, and it’s a pretty good one too. The problem is, though, that much of the student body doesn’t even know it, or how to go about joining the team, and it’s a pretty good one too. The problem is, though, that much of the student body doesn’t even know it, or how to go about joining the team, and it’s a pretty good one too. The problem is, though, that much of the student body doesn’t even know it, or how to go about joining the team, and it’s a pretty good one too. The problem is, though, that much of the student body doesn’t even know it, or how to go about joining the team.

This year promises to be a good one for our rifle team. Coached by Sargent Royt, the team is a young one, but is improved, as shown by the fourth place finish at the New England Rifle League Finals last year, which we were pleased to prove to be a solid contender for such a short season. All the problems of the biggest has
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